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Abstract 
Most researchers extracted candidate term using unsupervised method. In this paper, a supervised 
candidate term extraction method is proposed. It combines English Part of Speech and headword 
expansion chunking strategy. Firstly, it retrieves bilingual snippets from web by term expansion, then, 
crawls Chinese-English pages and screens out Chinese words from the Chinese-English pages, lastly, 
a headword expansion chunking strategy is used to identify English phrases and the English Noun 
phrases and Verb phrases are selected. These selected English phrases serve as the last candidate term 
for term translation mining. Experimental results show that the supervised candidate term extraction 
method improves the top 10 inclusion rate by 1.6% than baseline system, which verifies that the 
supervised candidate term extraction method is effective.
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction
Unknown term translation in queries is out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem. The Chinese unknown 
term translation mining usually includes three steps: bilingual snippets collection, candidate term 
extraction and appropriate translation selection.The second step (candidate term extraction) is very 
important for term translation mining. The candidate set may be very large, so the most proper 
translations should be selected from this set. [Fei Huang et al. 2005] took continuous English strings as 
candidates and possible translations [1]. [Gaolin Fang et al. 2006] proposed a method o segment the source 
terms, and expand the terms to collect web pages. Each English word was built as a beginning index, and 
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then the string candidates are constructed with the increase of string in the form of an English word unit 
in a 100-byte window with the keyword at the center [2]. [Sun Jun et al. 2008] proposed a forward-
backward maximum matching method to segment the source term. Frequency and word-overlap features 
are used to extract translations [3]. However, in many cases, the meaning of a source term is not the simple 
combination of the component words’ meanings, which introduces extra noise in query expansion and 
leads to translation mining errors. 
 To sum up most approaches, we can find that most researchers used the continual string as the 
candidate terms but these candidate sets are often invalid lexical units. The main reason lies in that 
unsupervised method can’t use the important information of part of speech and phrases. As we all know 
that the precision of English part of speech can achieves to 98%, which can apply to real environment.  In 
this paper, a novel supervised candidate term extraction method is proposed to web-based term translation 
mining. It not only takes the advantages of English part of speech but also uses headword expansion 
chunking strategy. Moreover, in the second candidate term extraction stage, we compared the 
conventional method (Frequency Change Measurement) and the method that proposed in this paper 
(supervised method). 
2. The baseline system of English term translation mining 
In order to verify the improved supervised candidate term extraction strategy, we design a baseline 
term translation mining system.  
2.1. Retrieve the bilingual pages 
In order to mine the English translation of the source Chinese term, the first step of Chinese term 
translation mining is to collect sufficient and relevant pages that contain both the source term and the 
corresponding translations from a search engine. In baseline system, we select the top 100 snippets and 
pages returned from search engine. The returned pages of the source term are processed to remove the 
irrelevant information, and then we can get a Chinese Noun word list. In our system, we use the TF*IDF 
metric to extract topic words from the Noun Chinese word list. Then we select the top 5 of the list as the 
topic words.  
2.2. Candidate term extraction 
The Frequency Change Measurement (FCM) in [Chengye Lu et al. 2008][4] was used to extract 
candidate terms in baseline system. In FCM method, the following equation is used to evaluate the 
string  of being a MLU. S
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Where is a English string;  is the frequency of S ;  is the frequency of each character in 
and
S )(Sf ix
S x   is the average frequency of all the characters in . FCM is based on two observations. The first 
observation is that the component characters of the term have similar frequencies in a collection returned 
from a search engine. The other observation is that when a valid MLU is extended with an extra character; 
the frequency of extended term drops apparently. 
S
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2.3. Rank and sort out candidate translations 
The final step is picking out the proper translation(s) of the source term from the candidate set 
extracted in the previous step. A method that combines frequency-distance and phonetic features of the 
English candidates is used in choosing the final translation(s). 
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Where is the source term, t  is one candidate. is the kth distance between  and t in one 
sentence, for and might co-occur more than once in a sentence. J  is the number of the sentence s 
and
s
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K is the number of co-occurrence between and . The parameter  is the max reciprocal 
of the distance among all the candidates. If there are no characters between and , the distance is 1 and 
so forth. 
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3.  The Improved Supervised  Strategy for Candidate Term Extraction 
We observe that unsupervised candidate term extraction strategy couldn’t get perfect result. In this 
paper, an improved supervised candidate term extraction strategy is proposed. It consists two parts. Part 1 
is the pretreatment stage, which remove the Chinese text from the pages returned from search engine and 
label part of speech to the English text. Part 2 is the supervised headword expansion stage, which uses 
headword expansion strategy for chunking and select Noun phrases and Verb phrases as the candidate 
term. The architecture of this improved strategy is shown in Figure 1. 
3.1. Part1- pretreatment 
The pages returned from the search engine include Chinese and English words. In order to get the 
candidate term (English words) of query (Chinese words) using supervised strategy. We first removed the 
Chinese words from the pages, then, an English part of speech tool (TnT)a was used to the remainder 
English text. Thus, we got the English text with part of speech tag. It was the base for the next supervised 
headword expansion phrase identification.
3.2. Part2-supervised headword expansion strategy 
The aim of part 2 is to identify Noun phrases and Verb phrases from the results of part 1and treat 
them as the candidate term. In this paper, a headword expansion strategy is proposed to identify phrases, 
which main thought is as follows: Each phrase is regarded as a cluster whose kernel is headword. The 
boundaries of each phrase are extended through the relative-degree of neighbor part of speech and it is 
used to tag phrases. Our method take think of the relationship of neighbor part of speech and the cohesion 
of all part of speech within one phrase.
The procedure of phrase identification based on relative degree is as follows: Starting with the 
headword, towards two sides computes the relative degree of two neighbor words continuously. If the 
a http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/~thorsten/tnt/ 
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relative degree is greater than the threshold, then stop spreading toward two sides until the relative degree 
is smaller than the threshold. 
Figure 1. The architecture of improved surpervised candidate term extraction strategy 
There are many candidate Noun phrases and Verb phrases through above procedure and the 
boundary conflict of candidate phrases appear, which embodies the boundary crossover and overlap of 
candidate phrases. A greedy arithmetic is used to solve this problem. The arithmetic is as follow: 
z First point: compute the average relative degree of each candidate phrase;
deg
deg
deg
the sum of all relative ree
of neighbor w ords in candidate phraseaverage relative ree
the tim es of com puting relative ree
=
z Second point: choose the candidate phrases whose average relative degree is max from all 
candidate phrases, and tag the boundary as true.
z The third point: choose the candidate phrase whose average relative degree is max from the other 
boundary tag that is conflict with true boundary in second point, then, stop shrinking the 
boundary of this candidate phrase towards the center until the new boundary doesn’t conflict 
with the true boundary and recall this boundary. 
z The fourth point: If all the other boundaries are recalled or overlapped by phrase, then, stop. else 
go to the third point. 
4. Experimental Result and Analysis 
We conducted experiments to evaluate the improving strategy for extracting the candidate term 
translation that proposed in this paper, and the result comparison between improved supervised headword 
expansion strategy and baseline system. Query terms of the test set are from NTCIR4 and NTCIR5 CLIR 
tasks. There are 110 queries in total and each Chinese query has its corresponding English query. The top 
n inclusion rate is used as an evaluation metric, which is defined as the percentage of terms whose 
translations are included in the top n returned translations. In order to examine the influence of the 
number of the pages, we run our experiments on the test set with 50 pages, 100 pages. Table I shows the 
results. 
part 1 
Query+ expansion 
Candidate term  translation 
C
hinese-English
N
oun dictionary 
Google search
C
hinese query 
pages
Label part of speech for the remainder English text 
Remove Chinese words 
English text 
English text labeled part of speech 
English chunking using headword expansion 
English phrase text  
Select none phrases and verb phrases 
part 2 
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TABLE I. THE RESULT COMPARISON OF IMPROVED SUPERVISED HEADWORD EXPANSION AND BASELINE SYSTEM
The improved method with 100 pages obtains more accurate results, about 89.8% in the top 10 
candidates that increases 2.6% compared to that with 50 pages. With 100 pages, our improved method 
achieves the best performance (89.8% top 10 inclusion rate). The improved candidate term extraction 
method improves the top 100 inclusion rate by 1.6% than baseline system, which verified the effective of 
the improved supervised candidate term extraction method that combined English part of speech and 
relative degree based headword expansion. 
No. Method Top1 Top3 Top5 Top10 No. Method Top1 Top3 Top5 Top10 
50 
Baseline 43.2% 65.1% 74.5% 82.9% 
100 
Baseline 62.1% 77.4% 81.3％ 88.2％
Improved  
supervised 
headword
expansion
strategy 
53.6% 74.2% 79.8% 87.2% 
Improved  
supervised 
headword
expansion
strategy 
71.5％ 82.3％ 88.5% 89.8% 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
In recent years, web mining has been shown to be one of the effective approaches for solving OOV 
problem. In this paper an improved candidate term extraction method that combined English part of 
speech and relative degree based headword expansion is proposed. Experimental results show that this 
method has impressive performance in unknown terms translation mining. It may be useful to include 
more features to improve the quality of the translation mining or combining different translation result 
together. We will validate these ideas in the future. 
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